























A study on awareness level of corporal punishment 
of sports science-specialized students
—Factor structure of mental pain and its relation with condition-setting—
Toshikazu MIYASAKA, Takashi TAHARA, Kumiko FUKUBA and Shuichi FUJITA
Abstract: The provisory clause of Article II of the School Education Law stipulates that “a school-
master or teacher is allowed to apply disciplinary actions to infants, pupils, or students when he or 
she admits the educational necessity to do so, but is prohibited from inflicting corporal punishment.” 
Despite this defined prohibition, why does corporal punishment continue?
We examined the actual situation of students’ awareness of corporal punishment by administering at-
titude survey, called “Student’s Awareness Survey on Physical Punishment,” to students who attended 
a lecture entitled “Instruction before-and-after human rights education and teaching practice in the first 
half term of this year.” Through the survey, five structures were recognized as levels of the extent to 
which “Corporal Punishment, etc.” were perceived, one of which showed an awareness that tolerated 
the event, i.e., “corporal punishment would be necessary in some cases under certain conditions.” The 
term “under certain conditions” here may be interpreted in such a way that the students may have 
considered it from an educational point of view and “they believe that it has a certain educational 
effect,” “Punishment to such an extent does not constitute corporal punishment,” etc. Moreover, some 
differences in awareness of corporal punishment according to gender were observed.
The overall attitude of students toward corporal punishment was negative, and 80% of them dis-
approved of the punishment. It has been said that group sports tend to be linked to the supremacy of 
winning games with a high tolerance for corporal punishment; however, such a tendency was not 
found to be conspicuous.
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容認          容認していない 
質問Ⅶ① 
***p<0.001 
容認          容認していない 
質問Ⅶ② 
***p<0.001 
容認          容認していない 
質問Ⅶ③ 
***p<0.001 
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